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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

1. Select 3-5 floss colors and cut 72” lengths of each. (Note: for short hair, adjust the length of floss accordingly). 
Note: Key Lime Splash and Raspberry Rush are part of the Light Effects Tropical Glow floss pack.

2. Put the black strand of floss aside, saving it for Step 6.

3. Fold the lengths of floss in half to find the center point.

4. Select a small section of hair to wrap.

5. Lay the floss along the section of hair with the center point of the floss lining up with the roots of the hair. 

6. Take the black floss, set aside in Step 2, and tie it around the section of hair and the remaining strands of floss, 
close to the roots. Knot tightly. 

7. Fold floss over so that all of the strands are lying alongside of the selected hair.

Skill Level 1: No experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: Under 1 hr

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
©2013 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. 

Courtesy of DMC®

DMC®:
•	 1 skein Six-Strand Embroidery Floss, Black
•	 1 skein Six-Strand Embroidery Floss, Bright 
•	    Orange
•	 1 skein Light Effects Glow in the Dark
•	 1 pack Light Effects Fluorescents floss pack
•	 1 pair Embroidery Scissor 
•	 6-8 assorted Pony Beads

Craft with Jo-Ann



8. Gather all the strands and selected hair together.

9. Pick one strand of the first color and wrap it around the hair/floss as tightly as possible. Hint: Be sure to start the 
first wrap as close to the root as possible. 

10. Continue wrapping for approximately 1”.

11. To end the first color of thread, make a double left friendship knot.

12. Pick one strand of the next floss color and repeat the wrapping and knotting steps.

13. Continue these steps with all of the colors, using a double left knot to end each color. Repeat the color order until 
you have a desired length. 

14. Select 6-8 pony beads with a wide enough opening for the hair/threads to fit through.

15. Slide your hair/floss through all of the beads. 

16. Take the longest strand of black thread and bring it up, around and through the top of last bead. 

17. Knot it tightly under the last bead using a left/right friendship knot to secure the bead.  (Hint: use a small drop 
of fast drying glue on the knot for extra security)

18. Trim the embroidery floss. If desired, leave tails of floss hanging or trim closer to beads.

19. Add more color by adding more wraps and weaves. Use the same starting steps to add simple braids or friendship 
bracelet knots for a more colorful look. 


